
Coach Only                                       

(band & athletics)                                          
(This includes teachers)

Certified working as a club 

sponsors or in another capacity.                                    

(work outside of their contracted 

or extra factor position)

Certified Athletic Event Workers

epar paper parf epar

What is required?                                  
(These items must be attached to the 

epar.)

What is required?                                   
(Items 1 & 2  must be sent over with 

the paper parf.)

What is required?                               
(Item 2 must be attached to the epar 

as an excel document.)

1. Fillable paper parf (If the coach 

is a teacher, select the CERTIFIED 

parf.  If they are a coach only, 

select the COACH ONLY parf.)                                                               

2. Requistion and  minutes if 

applicable                               

1. Fillable paper parf                                                                                               

2. Requistion and  minutes if 

applicable                                                                                    

3. Time cards after the completion 

of the work

What epar do I use?                     

(Human Resources has great 

tutorials under Resources, Par 

support)

What epar do I use? What epar do I use?                    

(Human Resources has great 

tutorials under Resources, Par 

support)

https://www.mpsaz.org/hr/resour

ces/staff-resources/epar-

support/files/what_par_to_use_9.
****The "Flat Rate Stipend $" 

entered on the epar is the "Gross 

Amt. Paid to Employee" on the 

paper parf.

MOST COMMON ACCOUNT NUMBERS  (OBJECT CODES FOR CLASSIFIED IS 6151 AND CERTIFIED IS 6112)

Security xxx.xxx.2660.6151.xxx.000.xxxx.01

Custodial xxx.xxx.2600.6151.xxx.000.xxxx.01

Tickets xxx.xxx.3400.61XX.xxx.000.xxxx.01

Coach only xxx.xxx.1000.6112.xxx.000.xxxx.01

*****Please note, classified employees can clock in under the Student Activities Position when working any athletic 

or club events.  An epar is only needed if it's custodial or they are unable to clock in.  If an account isn't listed for 

them to choose, send an email to Payroll.  If they don't have the Student Activities Position Code, send an email to 

Human Resources. 

Epars vs Paper Parfs

Complete a multiple employee 

stipend using 1 account on the 

epar.  In the notes refer to the 

spreadsheet for employee, 

accounts and amounts.

DO NOT SUBMIT AN EPAR                      

1. Send over the paper parf and 

additional paperwork to Student 

Activities PRIOR to work starting.                                                 

2. After work is completed, send 

the time cards and Student 

Activities will complete an epar.

1. Collect the information from 

those that worked. This is a school 

process.  Some schools have 

forms that are required.                                         

2. Complete the Multiple 

Employee Attachment STIPEND 

Template (Found on the Student 

Activities website under the 

Payroll tab.)

https://www.mpsaz.org/hr/resources/staff-resources/epar-support/files/what_par_to_use_9.2019.pdf
https://www.mpsaz.org/hr/resources/staff-resources/epar-support/files/what_par_to_use_9.2019.pdf
https://www.mpsaz.org/hr/resources/staff-resources/epar-support/files/what_par_to_use_9.2019.pdf

